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Digital Teaching and Scholarship Lab Task Force Report 

Executive Summary     
The Digital Teaching and Scholarship Lab Task Force is pleased to report that there 
are exciting possibilities for leveraging digital learning and scholarship across the 
College. After an intensive five-months of research and study, the task force has 
concluded that it is vital that the College chart a path for substantial and sustained 
investment in digital innovation. When pursued as a strategic priority, a coherent 
digital strategy at the College will yield significant and tangible results for student 
learning. 
 
In our report, the task force responds to its charge to “propose an academic center for 
the advancement of innovative digital learning and scholarship initiatives at 
Stonehill.” We sketch the array of current needs in the digital realm, from student 
learning, faculty teaching and scholarship, to institutional strategy and community 
outreach. We articulate how digital innovation in teaching and scholarship is not the 
same as using or deploying technology in the classroom or offering courses online, 
though these are important features and occasions for digital learning. We urge the 
College to pursue a comprehensive approach to leveraging digital learning, one that 
combines the excellent teaching and scholarship of its faculty with new digital 
approaches that enhance student learning. A focus on digital teaching, learning, and 
scholarship can create unique educational experiences for students that extend 
beyond the confines of the traditional classroom. When student learning drives the 
College’s investments in technology, new opportunities for collaboration will emerge 
not only among members of the faculty but also between faculty and students.  
 
In order for Stonehill to provide a 21st-century education to our students, we believe 
that the College should build a “Digital Lab” and seek visionary leadership in digital 
learning to promote innovation across the campus. We recommend that under the 
auspices of the Digital Lab a new comprehensive approach to digital learning at the 
College should pursue three activities: 
 
 

Recommendation 1: Build a digital innovation lab 
The College should rapidly and significantly enhance digital learning by creating a 
new collaborative work space where faculty, students, technologists, and others can 
pursue innovative projects and initiatives in digital teaching, scholarship, and 
creation. The lab would serve as a home to faculty fellows, student digital fellows, 
and short-term visiting scholars, specialists, and creators. The lab would direct 
special attention to building a robust online academic presence in conjunction with 
student-centered digital pedagogy through blended, “flipped,” and face-to-face 
courses. The lab would both nurture and expand digital teaching and learning at the 
College. 
 

Recommendation 2: Appoint an academic leader & hire lab resources 
Appoint an academic leader for digital initiatives who will inspire students and 
faculty to collaborate, innovate, and experiment with digital tools. In addition to 
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charting a digital strategy for the College, this leader will direct (or co-direct) the lab 
with the support of digital specialists (instructional designers, media specialists, and 
technologists). This staff will provide technical support and be resources for projects 
the lab pursues.  
 

Recommendation 3: Articulate a coordinated digital strategy 
The College should articulate, promote, and pursue a digital learning strategy that is 
faithful to its commitment to providing an outstanding student learning experience. 
Under the leadership of an academic leader in digital initiatives, the College should 
create and continually revisit an integrated digital strategy. Through the formation 
of a cross-divisional steering team, the College should create new and enhance 
existing connections across the campus by leveraging digital learning and 
scholarship, its approaches, infrastructure, vision, and energy. Central components 
of a strategy would be: fostering student digital literacy and career readiness, 
cultivating a culture of digital innovation, and pursuing targeted opportunities for 
increasing the College’s academic and community profile through digital initiatives.  
  

 
A digital innovation lab should be an important part of how the College rises to the 
challenges posed by the current higher education landscape. In forming the 
Innovation Task Force (2014-2015) President Denning and the Board of Trustees 
recognized that there is great urgency in pursuing new innovative approaches to how 
the College approaches its academic mission. Currently, Stonehill acutely feels these 
pressures in the realm of digital innovation, in part because we have not articulated 
and coordinated a strategy for advancing existing and encouraging innovative 
teaching, learning, and scholarship in the digital realm. In a cost-restrictive 
environment, it is essential that colleges and universities leverage technology in a 
strategic manner that is consistent with their core values. It is essential that we bring 
our use of educational technologies into consistent alignment with our academic 
mission of providing students with an outstanding 21st-century education, an 
education that not only cultivates the habits of mind at the heart of a Stonehill 
education but also infuses learning with skills that are essential to success after 
graduation. As it currently stands, the status quo poses real dangers for the 
institution and the students it sends into a world that demands digital competency 
and rewards innovation and technological sophistication in every field. 
 
Our recommendations are consistent with those in the report from Accenture (April-
May 2014) and emerge from the thoughtful and provocative work of the Innovation 
Task Force (9/2014-6/2015) and colleagues working on strategic planning (2013-
present). Our solutions respond to needs of the College community as they were 
articulated in focus groups, surveys, and extensive interviews with colleagues from 
across the institution. In the following report, we offer the foundations of a vision and 
strategy for enhancing digital innovation at the College. We are optimistic that with 
strategic investments and a coherent roadmap, digital innovation can become a 
signature feature of a Stonehill education, thereby not only better preparing our 
students for 21st-century careers but connecting different parts of the campus in new 
and exciting ways. 
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1. Introduction 
The Digital Lab Task Force was formed in July 2015 by Provost and VPAA Joseph 
Favazza. As Provost Favazza noted when inviting faculty to join the task force: “the 
idea for such a lab has come out the work of a couple of working groups: the Innovation Task 
Force that has met this past year and was convened by Bob Rivers, a member of our Board of 
Trustees, and the Academic Program Committee that was responsible for developing 
academic initiatives for the 2016-20 strategic plan.” The task force was asked to confine 
its work to the fall semester so its recommendations could be considered as President 
John Denning, CSC and the division heads develop budget priorities for 2016-17. 
 
a) Charge of the Task Force 
In the charge for the task force, Provost Favazza asked the group to survey the 
current landscape of digital learning and scholarship at Stonehill as well as 
determine what kind of leadership and structure would best serve to inspire faculty 
to leverage, experiment, and innovate using digital technologies to advance student 
learning. Asking us to consider existing resources, faculty and student needs, and 
how digital might be infused into student learning across the curriculum, the charge 
set the task force to work on developing “a proposal for an academic center for the 
advancement of innovative digital learning and scholarship initiatives at 
Stonehill.” (See Appendix A for the complete charge).  

b) Composition of the Task Force 
The task force consisted of eight faculty members and consultants from Information 
Technology (IT) and the Library.  
 

Faculty: 
Robert Carver, Professor of Business Administration 
Karen Anderson, Professor of Education 
Marilena Hall, Associate Professor of Chemistry & Faculty Senate President 
Mary Joan Leith, Associate Professor & Chair of Religious Studies 
Chris Poirier, Associate Professor of Psychology 
Scott Cohen (Chair), Associate Professor of English 
Eugene Quinn, Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
Cristy Morgan, Assistant Professor of Graphic Design 
 
Library & IT: 
Cheryl McGrath, Director of the Library 
Jan Harrison, Associate Director, Educational Technology Services 

 
The task force brought together faculty with different disciplinary perspectives as 
well as colleagues who have been at the forefront of technology initiatives at the 
College: for instance, Professor Carver is the founding director of the data science 
program at Stonehill; Professor Leith has been a longstanding member and chair of 
the Technology Advisory Committee; and Professors Cohen and Poirier are 
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currently serving as fellows in the Center for Teaching and Learning for digital 
pedagogy and inclusive online education, respectively.  
 
In addition to these institutional roles, faculty on the task force also brought a wealth 
of academic and professional experience to bear on the work of the task force. For 
instance, Professor Quinn has received fellowships for shepherding innovative 
technology pilots (FIT) at the College and has extensive experience in the IT 
industry; Professor Anderson brought her unique perspective and expertise on 
classroom technology in elementary and secondary schools where many of our 
graduates will join the ranks of American educators; Professor Poirier has engaged 
in cutting-edge research on the effectiveness of classroom technology; Professor Hall 
is president of the Faculty Senate and a professor of chemistry who is committed to 
ensuring faculty development opportunities are as enriching as possible and lead to 
student success; Professor Morgan is an established freelance graphic designer and 
an expert in design for both print and digital media; Jan Harrison has shepherded 
the College’s transition to a new learning management system (LMS) and provides 
indefatigable assistance to faculty; and Cheryl McGrath, drawing on her experience 
at Harvard and Stanford libraries, has been instrumental in integrating technology 
into the library as well as building the Bryan J. Flynn Discovery and Collaboration 
Space (DisCo) in 2013. 
 
Finally, the task force’s work was well aligned with other working groups at the 
College. Professors Carver, Cohen, and Hall serve as faculty representatives on 
Strategic Planning. Cohen and Carver were also faculty members on the Innovation 
Task Force. Cohen and Hall served on the Academic Program Committee for 
Strategic Planning. 

c) General Timeline of Work 
The task force met several times throughout the semester and also did much work via 
email and using the collaborative tool OneNote. The group was divided into two 
subcommittees; one (surveys & focus groups) focused on determining the state of 
digital learning at the College, and the other (structures & models) explored models 
for similar labs and digital initiatives at other institutions. (See Appendix D for a 
selective survey of labs elsewhere).  
 
Late August and September were spent formulating our thoughts about digital 
learning at the College. In October and November, the subcommittees pursued the 
bulk of their work. The structure and models group studied how more than a dozen 
other institutions enhanced digital learning on their campuses. The surveys and 
focus groups group compiled information about how different disciplines at the 
College look at digital learning and scholarship, identifying needs among faculty. In 
November the task force held five, one-hour focus group sessions. More than 30 
faculty attended these sessions where we gathered a wealth of information about 
needs, expectations, and ambitions for educational technology at the College. (See 
Appendix B for the complete focus group report). 
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We met nearly weekly through December, discussing and drafting this report. 
Throughout November and December, the chair of the task force met and 
corresponded with colleagues across the college, including Doug Smith 
(Advancement), Bonnie Troupe (Grants), Craig Almeida (Academic Achievement), 
Peter Ubertaccio (Interdisciplinary Programs & Martin Institute), Nichole Casper & 
Jonathan Green (Archives), Christina Burney & Andrew Leahy (Career Services), 
Marie Kelly (Advancement), Todd Gernes (General Education), and Joe Dacey 
(Admissions). We are very grateful for their time; their perspectives have helped 
shape how we envision digital learning connecting many parts of the campus 
community. 

d) Organization of the Report 
This report is organized into three main sections in addition to this introduction. 
 
First, we offer some background and a view of the current state of digital learning at 
the College, drawing extensively on what surfaced in focus groups and in 
conversations with colleagues. This material forms the basis for what we have 
designated as “needs” among faculty, students, and the College as a whole.  
 
Next, we articulate a series of recommendations—from the creation of a lab and 
leadership around digital learning to several specific initiatives that will promote 
innovative work in the digital realm that will immediately benefit student learning, 
faculty teaching and scholarship, and institutional reputation. 
 
Lastly, we offer a sketch of what a lab might look like at Stonehill and offer a 
roadmap for going forward. 
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2. Background and Current Needs 

a) Technology Systems & Infrastructure 
Over the past decade there have been significant and rapid changes in how higher 
education institutions use technology. The pressure for institutions to utilize 
technology has taken a variety of different forms during this time, from online 
courses to mobile learning technology to personalized learning systems. The 
Learning Management System (LMS) has become an essential tool for connecting 
students to faculty, offering a single digital space for students to receive content from 
instructors as well as submit work for evaluation. Merging tools for collaboration, 
conferencing, and personalized learning experiences into a single platform the LMS 
has become a ubiquitous feature in higher education technology. 
 
Since 2008, Stonehill’s technology systems and infrastructure have grown 
exponentially to meet the needs and expectations of students, faculty, and staff. 
Building and supporting robust technology in the classrooms, across the campus, and 
in the “cloud,” Information Technology under the leadership of Tamara Anderson 
(C.I.O.) has built a remarkable assemblage of tools that constitute our “Technology 
Learning Stack.” (See Appendix E). Most of these tools are woven into our LMS 
(Blackboard “eLearn”) which serves as a single point-of-entry to the digital content of 
courses. Our Blackboard LMS boasts robust tools for analyzing student and faculty 
behavior within the system (analytics) in addition to dozens of possible variations on 
electronic discussion spaces (e.g., blogs, Wikis, etc). With seemingly limitless 
possibilities for building technological accompaniments to their teaching, many 
faculty have seized on the opportunities these tools offer to advance student learning. 
(See TAC Survey Appendix C). These tools have allowed faculty to create new online 
forms of engagement in their courses, including “hybrid” or “blended” learning 
environments and “flipped”1 courses. In addition to an often dizzying array of tools, 
the LMS offers a FERPA-compliant method for securing student records and 
privately dispatching student grades, allowing faculty to provide timely feedback 
electronically.  
 
Faculty instructors now have tools at their fingertips that only a short time ago would 
have been the stuff of science fiction. None of this would be possible without the 
technical support of the Educational Technology Services and User Support Services 
in IT. In focus groups and formal surveys, faculty users report their gratitude to the 
IT professionals who provide ongoing support and training for faculty using the 
systems within the Technology Education Stack. More often than not, technical 
support response time can be measured in hours and minutes. Even at busy and 
critical times, the IT staff and service desk personnel are usually available to provide 

                                                        
1 The terms “hybrid,” “blended,” and “flipped” are used to describe various ways of using 
technology outside the classroom to complement instruction that occurs in face-to-face 
meetings. For instance, a “flipped” course is one where students watch the lecture material 
online before a class meeting where that material will be used in the classroom setting for 
problem solving exercises. See Margulieux et. al. for a thorough study of the terms. 
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support for faculty as they confront the challenges inevitable with multi-tiered and 
ever-evolving online systems. Through ongoing group and personalized training in 
the functionality of these systems—especially since the launch of the newest 
incarnation of the LMS—IT has been a vital partner in helping faculty and staff use 
the tools and systems sponsored by the College. When it comes to course design, 
content delivery, and information support, the library has been an increasingly 
essential partner for faculty. Much of the energy around digital scholarship at the 
College, especially when it comes to structuring student research, has come from 
faculty working closely with librarians in programs like FLPP (Faculty-Librarian 
Partnership) which offers course integration of research and content that librarians 
tailor in collaboration with faculty. 

b) State of Digital Teaching & Learning at Stonehill 
Concurrent with the deployment and support of system-wide tools, faculty have been 
exploring innovative uses of technology that work in concert with their course and 
teaching goals. When faculty are eager to use technology in their teaching it is 
usually because it is consistent with their pedagogy and teaching philosophies. 
Among our faculty as well as specialists in teaching and learning there is a strong 
consensus that merely using technology in courses does not necessarily add value to the 
learning experience or automatically result in better outcomes. Knowing this, faculty 
are seeking to integrate digital tools into their evolving pedagogical approaches, 
drawing on best practices in their disciplines, and inventing innovative solutions to 
teaching challenges. Whether it is using new digital tools to engage students in class 
or extend learning beyond the classroom walls or designing courses around mobile 
or online learning tools, faculty instructors have demonstrated the need for a nimbler 
student learning-centered approach to technology, in part giving rise to the work of 
this committee. 
 
The challenge of carefully and thoughtfully connecting technology and teaching is 
not unique to Stonehill. The rise of terms like “digital pedagogy” and “digital 
learning” is evidence of educators seeking ways to bring technological solutions into 
better alignment with actual teaching problems. Moreover, there is increasing 
agreement that educational technology is not neutral but brings with it complicated 
and shifting consequences for educators and students alike.2 As Diana Oblinger, 
president and CEO of EDUCAUSE, put it: “Much of the use of information 
technology to date has focused on content delivery that emphasizes information or 
course management systems rather than on student support or collaborative, 
interactive, and immersive learning environments.”3 This has certainly been the case 
at Stonehill.  
 
Our faculty’s enduring commitment to transformative learning experiences and 
outstanding teaching has increasingly led our colleagues to seek to take ownership of 
                                                        
2 The divergence of opinions of faculty and technology administrators on the value of 
technology in teaching, especially online, is an evident trend in The 2015 Inside Higher Ed 
Survey of Faculty Attitudes on Technology.  
3 Diana Oblinger, ed. Game Changers: Education and Information Technologies 
(EDUCAUSE, 2012). 
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technology in their courses through careful course design where digital tools are 
calibrated to the particular pedagogical approach demanded by the course learning 
outcomes. A discussion-based course, a project-based course, and a lecture-driven 
course will each demand different, sometimes divergent, uses of technology. Like all 
excellent teaching, incorporating technology requires careful study and 
experimentation among educators in order to know what tools will best support the 
desired learning outcomes. 
 
For this reason, at least in part, the field of digital pedagogy has emerged at 
institutions where student learning is at the core of the academic mission. Paul Fyfe 
makes the helpful distinction between using technology and digital pedagogy, 
drawing attention to the often fraught relationship between tools and teaching:  

For many teachers, especially early- or non-adopters, digital pedagogy is often 
presumed to be just something that uses electronic tools or computers. This is 
unsatisfying as it often limits the teaching to the extent of its tools. Two 
familiar problems arise. First, if the tool you have is a hammer, it is 
tempting to treat problems as nails. If presentation software makes it easy to 
share lecture notes, the lecture hall can turn into a place for showing bullet 
points instead of teaching. The second problem is treating technology as 
merely a tool: something that accomplishes a task you were already doing, 
but with (electro-) mechanical advantage. For the pedagogy, not much has 
changed.4 

Thus, when the emphasis is on teaching and learning, digital tools should take a 
backseat to the kinds of learning and experiences educators intend to facilitate. As 
Jesse Stommel and his fellow editors at Hybrid Pedagogy put it: “Digital Pedagogy is 
precisely not about using digital technologies for teaching and, rather, about 
approaching those tools from a critical pedagogical perspective. So, it is as much 
about using digital tools thoughtfully as it is about deciding when not to use 
digital tools, and about paying attention to the impact of digital tools on 
learning.”5  
 
Although not yet coordinated for growth or sustainability, digital teaching and 
learning occurs at Stonehill in three, often overlapping categories: 

1) Digital Pedagogy: digital tools to advance particular teaching and 
learning goals (e.g. enhance student engagement through online presence 
or facilitate problem/project-based team work, “flipping” the classroom, 
nontraditional multi-media assignments, blogs, discussion channels) 

2) Digital Practices: digital tools serve as fundamental tools for the course 
activity and/or the activity is digital in itself (e.g. computer programing 
and science, editing and production of digital media, data mining and 
manipulation, graphic and website design, use of digital archival and 
electronic texts) 

                                                        
4 Paul Fyfe, “Digital Pedagogy Unplugged” digital humanities quarterly 5.3 (2011), emphasis 
added. 
5 “What is Digital Pedagogy?” Hybrid Pedagogy: A Digital Journal of Learning, Teaching, and 
Technology (www.hybridpedagogy.com).  
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3) Digital Essentials: digital tools that make learning more efficient, 
measurable, convenient, and visible (e.g. email, LMS, learning analytics) 

 
These three kinds of digital work often find strategic leadership in most “academic 
computing” departments at other institutions. At Stonehill, responsibility for 
nurturing and motivating digital learning is shared by three different offices—CTL, 
Library, and IT. This partnership operates without a unified vision or governance 
structure. Faculty input into technology decisions is facilitated by the Faculty 
Senate’s Technology Advisory Committee. 

c) Challenges & Opportunities for Digital Innovation 
Since 2009 Stonehill has been without an Academic Computing office. At many 
institutions, academic computing clusters often focus on technology through the lens 
of pedagogy, student learning, and faculty research, working in tandem with 
Information Technology’s focus on systems and infrastructure. At Stonehill, much of 
digital pedagogy and the development of innovative solutions to the wide and varied 
range of teaching approaches has been folded into the work of the technologists and 
support personnel in IT or is reliant on the limited resources of the CTL. 
 
For faculty seeking to develop, pilot, and experiment with, new innovative digital 
tools to create learning experiences or pursue digital scholarship, this has been a 
source of persistent tension. From 2011 until 2014 IT awarded a small number of 
Faculty Initiatives in Technology (FIT) grants to faculty who wish to pilot initiatives; 
however, there are significant limits to this approach. And without being part of a 
faculty development framework or strategic workflow there has been little success 
converting these “pilots” into sustained initiatives. Faculty in our focus group 
sessions expressed an eagerness to have a more granular follow up for personalized 
integration of the interesting uses of technology that have been showcased in 
training sessions. Similarly, when using tools outside the IT-endorsed “technology 
learning stack” faculty find themselves with little formal pedagogical support, 
guidance, or collaboration. Innovation with new digital tools then often becomes a 
difficult and often discouraging endeavor, especially in light of other demands for 
faculty time. 
 
These conditions pose challenges for all parties. Often questions about digital 
pedagogy become sidelined, in part because IT and Academic Affairs have different 
core missions and fields of expertise. IT is responsible for mission critical systems 
and infrastructure; consequently, student learning, digital pedagogy, and faculty 
development must compete for resources with other truly more pressing priorities. 
Through the lens of risk management and information security, innovative and 
experimental projects, regardless of how positively they will affect student learning, 
are viewed as potential threats to system stability. A consequence of limited 
resources and heavy demand, IT has expressed a reluctance to support small-scale 
pilots that test innovative teaching. After all, infrastructure will always demand 
immediate attention. It is absolutely essential for the College to have reliable 
technological infrastructure systems and robust support for these systems; by the 
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same token, faculty educators are seeking to be at the forefront of innovations in 
digital learning.   
 
Other institutions have sought to bring technology into alignment with teaching, 
learning, and scholarship. The task force noted several common approaches to 
bolstering digital learning, from faculty collaborative working groups to innovation 
labs to academic computing departments to partnerships with CTLs, IT departments, 
and libraries (an arrangement we currently have in an uncoordinated form). (See 
Appendix D). Of course, campus cultures, resources, and institutional histories 
ultimately determine these formations, but at campuses across the country there is 
increasing focus on digital learning from the perspective of teaching not just tools. 
 
One approach that is gaining attention and popularity in higher education is the 
creation of “interdisciplinary innovation centers” within Academic Affairs divisions 
at institutions of every size. Researchers at the University of Maryland have 
identified this notable rise in the creation of these innovation centers. Directed by 
academic administrators, many of these interdisciplinary centers seek to leverage 
technology in innovative ways that enhance student learning. The result is a 
burgeoning “interdisciplinary ‘innovation infrastructure’ within higher education 
administration.”6 Though not without their own set of challenges, these academic 
centers allow academics to collaborate in ways that offer opportunities for 
innovation. In addition, they serve a faculty development role in bringing together 
faculty pursuing many different facets of innovative learning and scholarship.  
 
It is not difficult to see this trend as affirmation of José Bowen’s assertion that the 
future of institutions like Stonehill will hinge on innovative pedagogy: “If we want 
campus education to survive, then we need to focus on the experience of direct 
physical interaction in higher education and make it worth the extra money it will 
always cost to deliver….We need better pedagogy; only more learning will provide 
the extra value to justify the high cost of a bricks-and-mortar education.”7 
 
Many institutions of all sizes have established Digital Scholarship Centers in order to 
meet the new needs of faculty and students. As Joan Lippincot points out in a recent 
survey of digital labs: 

To accomplish their work, academic researchers increasingly rely on 
digital tools and large data sets, such as data visualization in the 
environmental sciences, data mining a large corpora of texts in the 
humanities, and developing GIS or other geolocation data 
representations in the social sciences. Librarians and information 
technologists often provide consultation or might even join the 
research team in these collaborative digital research projects. An 
increasing number of universities and colleges are establishing 

                                                        
6 M.J. Bishop and Anne Keehn, “Leading Academic Change: An Early Market Scan of 
Leading-edge Postsecondary Academic Innovation Centers” presented at EDUCAUSE 
Annual Conference (October 2015).  
7 José Antonio Bowen, Teaching Naked: How Moving Technology out of Your Classroom Will 
Improve Student Learning (San Francisco: Wiley, 20012)  
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digital scholarship centers to support these high-end digital 
projects, which serve research, teaching, and learning. Digital 
scholarship centers focus on relationships, extending the ways in 
which librarians and academic computing professionals relate to 
and work with faculty (and often students) and their scholarly 
practices.8 

Importantly, digital scholarship is not exclusively the purview of faculty, but 
represents a vibrant space of interaction between students and faculty. Not only is 
digital scholarship not bound to any particular disciplinary focus, but work in the 
digital realm has unique interdisciplinary potential. Moreover, students and faculty 
pursuing digital scholarship, independently or in collaboration, often find new 
relevance in and audiences for their academic work. 
 
Stonehill is in an excellent position to harness its faculty’s commitment to innovative 
teaching in learning, in all its forms. Among the self-selecting 30 faculty members 
who attended one of the five, hour-long focus group sessions, nearly all of the faculty 
wanted to join their peers already pursuing new approaches to teaching with 
technology. Our colleagues are deeply committed to student learning. They view 
educational technology primarily through the lens of pedagogy, that blending of 
teaching philosophy and classroom practices. In conversations about what teaching 
goals they see technology helping them advance, faculty share a number of common 
reasons for using technology: 

o empower students as makers of things and ideas 
o recast the time and space of the classroom in more efficient and effective 
o ask students to look at things differently 
o provide new opportunities for team and collaborative work 
o democratize the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge 
o organize learning 
o design personalized learning experiences 
o create immersive learning environments 
o craft meaningful assignments whose value extends beyond the classroom 
o enhance interactions among students and faculty 

The more that faculty see technology helping students to be knowledgeable and 
capable makers, creators, and critical thinkers in the digital realm, the more likely 
faculty are enthusiastic about deploying it.  
 
Yet Stonehill suffers from a lack of coordination, interdisciplinary collaboration, and 
a sense of academic ownership and coordination of educational technology at 
College. This was a recurrent theme in the focus groups (see Appendix B). 
Nevertheless, Stonehill does not lack energy among faculty for pursuing innovative 
work in the digital realm. Nearly all of the faculty are utilizing the essential digital 
tools (email, LMS) for learning in the contemporary classroom. And many faculty 
wish to experiment and try new approaches. Some faculty members are increasingly 
experimenting with approaches to digital pedagogy, from integrating iPads into 
                                                        
8 Joan Lippincot et. al. “Trends in Digital Scholarship Centers,” EDUCAUSE Review (2014), 
emphasis added. 
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learning to “flipping” the classroom. Moreover, the fundamentals of a robust and 
cutting-edge interdisciplinary programs with an emphasis on digital are remarkably 
strong—Stonehill’s faculty boasts a remarkable range of digital expertise: digital 
media production, digital humanities, computer science, data science, music, 
photography, visual arts, graphic design, experimental “new” media, digital 
storytelling, digital publishing, and transmedia creative writing. With such a wealth 
of faculty expertise, there are many existing resources that can be harnessed to 
advance digital learning across the campus through our shared focus on student 
learning.  

d) Faculty Needs: Digital Pedagogy Support & Leadership 
In our inventory of faculty needs/requirements to pursue outstanding teaching and 
scholarship in the digital realm, we found that faculty need pedagogical support for 
digital teaching and learning. (See Appendix B). In order to become more innovative 
in digital teaching and learning, faculty need but currently lack the following: 
 

Digital Pedagogy Support & Leadership Needs 
o Inspiration, leadership, and cheerleading from master teacher in digital realm 
o Digital teaching support, not technical tool support 
o “Flipped,” mobile, hybrid, and online pedagogy support 
o Personalized consultations for developing digital pedagogy 
o Creative and critical collaboration with peer educators 
o Guidance and assistance bringing digital work into the public realm 
o Support for scholarship of teaching and learning in digital and online contexts 
o Guidance and support with Open Educational Resources (OER) 
o Support for using course analytics to advance student learning 

 
In our many conversations with faculty from across College, there was a universal 
preference for approaching digital technology from the vantage of pedagogy, not 
training in faculty technology use. There was great appreciation for much of what IT 
does; but there was large consensus that IT and academics have divergent aims. It 
was suggested multiple occasions that IT departments generally are often interested 
in scalable, enterprise-wide solutions that promote efficiency; on the other hand, 
educators are most invested in experimenting, personalizing, and focusing on the 
student learning experience. To nearly all participants, it was clear that a lab would 
fill a lacuna. All of the participants indicated support for an academic lab dedicated 
to digital teaching, learning, and scholarship. 

e) Faculty Needs: Physical, Technological, & Human Resources 
In addition to a desire to see a new focus on the pedagogy of education technologies, 
faculty surfaced two areas where their teaching and scholarship would benefit from 
additional resources: a physical space for collaboration and community (a lab) & 
support for bringing courses and scholarship into the digital world (instructional 
design). Although faculty are pressed for time, there is a strong desire for 
collaborative work and faculty peer mentoring. There is also a desire to be able to 
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carve out time to experiment, work, and play with digital creation, scholarship, and 
course design. As several faculty members put it, additional time and peer 
collaboration would go a long way to helping them move beyond feeling trained on a 
digital solution and toward developing a level of comfort only possible through 
practice and play. It is perhaps revealing that we witnessed that merely assembling 
small groups of faculty for focus group conversations served a positive function; 
many said they were leaving with new ideas and energized by the possibility of 
working more together. 
 

Physical, Technological, & Human Resources Needed 
o Physical “lab” space for collaboration, experimentation, inspiration, and 

direction 
o A simple sound studio space to record audio and video quickly 
o Greater flexibility in using open source software  
o Specialized software for digital humanities (data mining, encoding) 
o On-call media production resource person 
o On-call digitalizing resource person 
o Animator, illustrator, designer for creating digital course materials 
o Copyright and creative commons licensing resource person 
o Hosted server space for work on open web or a cloud-based solution 
o Time to experiment and develop personalized digital pedagogies 
o Innovative teaching materials and approaches repository 
o Access to a software programmer for customized solutions 
o Institutional repository for storing faculty and student digital 

coursework/scholarship (posters, blogs, discussions, podcasts, projects). 

 
There was a strong desire for there to be a physical lab space to promote community 
and enduring connections across disciplines. Likewise, there was strong desire for 
assistance with digitizing course and research materials, a workflow and staff to 
support instructional design.  
 
Many faculty members want to bring their work into the digital realm, but they 
cannot currently find sustained assistance and pedagogical support from academic 
support staff who might work with them closely on the level of faculty educators. It is 
worth pointing again to José Bowen’s correct claim that educational technologies can 
only be effective if educators are at the forefront of its careful adoption, “designing 
better courses starts with designing a structure that motivates and enables learning. 
Technology can increase the possibilities for these experiences, but only if it is 
thoughtfully placed into a larger context. This context needs to be courses designed 
with outcomes, activities, and feedback that take account of the large body of 
research about why and how college students learn.” At Stonehill it is the primary 
role of faculty and the academic administrative staff to design, deploy, and assess in a 
reiterative manner in concert with evolving best practices. 
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f) Student Success & Digital Literacy 
During the course of our work, it became clear that there is much to be done when it 
comes to providing students with the digital and technological skills that are 
necessary for success. There is growing consensus among educators that “digital 
natives” are not naturally “digitally literate.” In our focus group sessions and 
interviews, we learned that there is a wide range of student ability in basic skills that 
they need to survive and thrive in college and beyond. Currently there is not an 
integrated digital curriculum for students. The vast majority of work done on this 
front—what is often called “digital literacy”—occurs through the library in 
conjunction with academic coursework. Faculty can work closely with librarians to 
create customized instruction sessions for particular courses. The emphasis is on 
library and informational resources as well as research skills. Currently, the library 
plays a large role in providing faculty and students with advice and support for 
accessing and archiving digital content. Beyond the library, students might gain 
digital skills in three different ways: a) there are some skills training opportunities 
built into the FYE Course, b) often faculty will use the Atomic Learning online 
tutorials to train students in basic and intermediate computer skills with often 
disappointing results, c) students will learn skills to complete tasks in their 
coursework, also often with lackluster results. 
 
There is much urgency in offering students a more technologically rich education. 
The lack of robust and coordinated opportunities for our students to enhance their 
skills has real consequences for students who need to distinguish themselves in 
competitive professional environments. Employers will not always be willing to 
“train-up” new employees on skills, especially when other institutions are currently 
graduating prospective employees who gained these skills as part of their academic 
and co-academic curricula. The following is a list of what we have determined 
students need from the College as part of their 21st-century education. 
 

Students Need 
o 21st c. skills for career readiness, e.g. digital skills taught throughout 

curriculum 
o Guidance and encouragement to craft an academic / professional web 

identity 
o Understanding of digital privacy and a student digital privacy advocate 
o Opportunities to be producers of knowledge that is increasingly public 
o Opportunities to learn through making and building 
o Opportunities for independent digital projects 
o Opportunities to be sophisticated & leaders in digital spaces 
o Instruction in digital knowledge management (i.e. how to organize, manage, 

and archive information you find on the web, an especially valuable set of 
skills as they begin their professional lives).  
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g) Campus Digital Culture 
After seeing how other institutions have crafted digital strategies that leverage digital 
learning and scholarship to benefit many different parts of their campuses, we met 
with colleagues from across the campus to begin imagining how the work and energy 
of a digital lab might benefit work in their offices. 
 
We discovered there were many opportunities for new forms of collaboration and 
connection across the institution that would be possible with a coherent digital 
strategy and leadership in this direction. Because work in the digital realm is 
imminently public, there are many occasions for us to foreground existing work at 
the College, bringing Stonehill to a wider audience and foregrounding some of the 
most innovative work happening here. We found natural connections with the 
following offices and programs: Career Services, Archives, the Martin Institute, 
Interdisciplinary Studies, Think.Act.Lead., First Year Experience (FYE) Program, 
Admission, Alumni and Advancement. We also discerned connections that can be 
forged with a local and regional institutions (e.g., Colleges, k-12 schools, libraries). We 
go into more detail about the possibilities in our recommendations below. (See 
Recommendation 3). 
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3. Recommendations 
The task force has several recommendations for the College as it endeavors to be 
recognized for its innovative approaches to digital teaching, learning, and 
scholarship as well as its student-centered approaches to a 21st-century liberal arts 
education. We believe the College would yield immediate and sustained benefits if it 
invested in the infrastructure and leadership necessary to design and implement a 
digital strategy across the campus that leverages the approaches and energy of digital 
learning and scholarship.  
 
We recommend that the College pursue three interrelated strategies in order to 
rapidly and significantly enhance digital teaching, learning, and scholarship at 
Stonehill, thereby increasing the faculty’s capacity to pursue innovative work, 
improving student success and outcomes, and foregrounding existing strengths at the 
Stonehill.  
 
 

Recommendation 1: Build a digital innovation lab 
The College should rapidly and significantly enhance digital learning by creating a 
new collaborative work space where faculty, students, technologists, and others can 
pursue innovative projects and initiatives in digital teaching, scholarship, and 
creation. The lab would serve as a home to faculty fellows, student digital fellows, 
and short-term visiting scholars, specialists, and creators. The lab would direct 
special attention to building a robust online academic presence in conjunction with 
student-centered digital pedagogy through blended, “flipped,” and face-to-face 
courses. The lab would both nurture and expand digital teaching and learning at the 
College.  
 

Recommendation 2: Appoint an academic leader & hire lab resources 
Appoint an academic leader for digital initiatives who will inspire students and 
faculty to collaborate, innovate, and experiment with digital tools. In addition to 
charting a digital strategy for the College, this leader will direct (or co-direct) the lab 
with the support of digital specialists (instructional designers, media specialists, and 
technologists). This staff will provide technical support and be resources for projects 
the lab pursues.    

Recommendation 3: Articulate a coordinated digital strategy 
The College should articulate, promote, and pursue a digital learning strategy that is 
faithful to its commitment to providing an outstanding student learning experience. 
Under the leadership of an academic leader in digital initiatives, the College should 
create and continually revisit an integrated digital strategy. Through the formation of 
a cross-divisional steering team, the College should create new and enhance existing 
connections across the campus by leveraging digital learning and scholarship, its 
approaches, infrastructure, vision, and energy. Central components of a strategy 
would be: fostering student digital literacy and career readiness, cultivating a culture 
of digital innovation, and pursuing targeted opportunities for increasing the College’s 
academic and community profile through digital initiatives.  
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Recommendations in Detail: 
Recommendation 1: Build a digital innovation lab 
The lab would be a physical space and an academic center that sponsors programs, 
initiatives, and projects that advance digital learning and scholarship at the College. 
The lab would serve a vital role in developing the faculty capacity to pursue 
innovative digital pedagogies. It would also be a structure for organizing 
collaboration among faculty and students. The lab would also deploy resources to 
support digital course design as well as faculty and student digital projects. 
Supported with resources from the College, the lab would also aggressively seek 
outside funding through grants and partnerships. The lab would coordinate and 
direct curricular components, including a Winter Session Digital Boot Camp (see 
Appendix G). We detail a vision for an interdisciplinary innovation lab in Section 4 
below. 

Recommendation 2, Part a: Appoint academic leader for digital initiatives 
We recommend that the College appoint an academic leader for digital initiatives. 
We strongly believe that this person should be a teacher-scholar with one foot in the 
digital realm who also obsessively thinks about teaching, learning, and scholarship in 
the way our faculty colleagues do. 
 
The person in this position would a) lead efforts to enhance student digital learning, 
b) oversee efforts to develop the faculty’s capacity to pursue innovative digital 
teaching and scholarship, and c) cultivate connections to promote digital initiatives 
across the College. This individual would build and direct (or co-direct) the digital 
innovation lab proposed above, overseeing and collaborating with a staff of 
instructional designers and digital media specialists to pursue projects in the lab and 
support faculty as they pursue digital learning initiatives face-to-face and online. This 
academic leader, appointed at the rank of dean, associate provost, or Chief Digital 
Officer, could also serve an analytical role, not unlike a business technology analyst 
in the corporate world, offering a bridge between technology administration (CIO & 
VPTF) and subject matter experts/end-users (faculty/students). 
 
A specialist in digital pedagogy and scholarship, this individual would be responsible 
for online and mobile learning initiatives and direct the proposed Digital Winter and 
Summer Sessions, hiring instructors for courses and workshops and building a 
sustainable program for students and faculty. (See Appendix G). This leader would 
also be responsible for nurturing connections across the faculty to develop new 
interdisciplinary academic programs that both leverage existing strengths in digital 
fields at the College (e.g. a minor or major in digital culture) and open new career 
possibilities for graduates. The leader would also work to establish partnerships with 
businesses and non-profits where students could find internship opportunities. The 
leader of digital initiatives would engage in meaningful assessment and coordinate 
the use of data analytics to enhance student learning. 
 
The leader for digital initiatives would relentlessly pursue funding opportunities 
through grants and partnerships in order to increase the visibility and sustainability 
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of digital initiatives at the College. (See Appendix H). A vital part of developing a 
shared vision and best practices for digital learning, a leader for digital initiatives 
would convene a “Digital Strategy Committee,” a cross-divisional steering committee 
connecting IT, library, and constituents across the College (including career services, 
advancement). Together the leader of digital initiatives and the DSC would forge a 
coordinated digital strategy and shared vision for the College in conjunction with 
other academic and administrative planning groups.  
 
The task force feels strongly that this leader must be a respected academic and 
master teacher who can work with faculty as a peer leader. A “cheerleader,” “thought 
leader,” “master teacher,” and “evangelist” in digital learning and scholarship, ideally 
this individual would be able to quickly understand how our classrooms work, what 
our students are like, and what specific technologies can enhance and work in 
conjunction with our existing classroom practices. 
 
Since this is a role that moves among many different constituencies at the College, 
we believe the role should be filled by a fellow teacher-scholar who can speak with 
other	faculty and simultaneously partner with IT and librarians to help craft a 
coherent digital learning strategy centered on student learning. The task force 
developed the following list of ideal characteristics and abilities we believe would 
serve the College well in this proposed position: 

o someone who is a dedicated and skilled teacher who thinks about technology 
through the frame of her students’ experience 

o someone dedicated to student-centered technological solutions, solutions 
where students are agents of their own learning and use technology to 
build solutions to academic problems as well as demonstrate their knowledge 

o someone who can “code-switch” among different academic disciplines as well 
as IT and library 

o someone who is a model teacher who can demonstrate the possibilities of 
digital learning in her own classroom 

o someone who is immersed in conversations about digital learning and 
perhaps publishing scholarship of teaching and learning in this area 

o someone who can partner with faculty colleagues to “dive” down to the 
assignment level in any discipline to offer suggestions for enhancing 
courses with digital learning 

o someone who is cognizant of the perils and challenges as well as the 
opportunities technology offers for student learning 

o someone who will hire, lead, and manage instructional designers to serve 
faculty needs 

o someone who can build a vibrant culture of digital learning, from our online 
offerings to our student’s projects in the digital humanities and beyond 

Recommendation 2, Part b: Hire lab resources 
For a digital innovation lab to be successful, it must have the necessary resources to 
pursue the projects within its purview. As the study “Trends in Digital Scholarship 
Centers” points out, “A key attribute that distinguishes digital scholarship centers 
from more traditional research institutes (such as digital humanities centers) is that 
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they are service organizations, staffed by individuals with specialized skills, who 
support work in the digital environment.”9 
 
For this reason, we are recommending the College hire an Instructional Designer or 
what might also be called an Academic Technologist for Digital Learning and 
Scholarship. In its broadest and oldest sense, instructional design (ID) involves 
creating learning experiences that allow for better knowledge acquisition. More 
recently, colleges and universities are increasingly relying on instructional designers 
with expertise in digital tools and design to translate the teaching expertise of faculty 
(subject matter experts) into the digital realm.10 Instructional designers are essential 
for large scale online course initiatives. Instructional designers also serve a variety of 
functions in helping faculty shape learning experiences for students, creating digital 
course materials (from LMS course site construction and management to building 
electronic books to designing webpages to creating animations) so faculty can focus 
more time on working with students. Importantly, instructional designers almost 
always have a Master’s degree (often in Instructional Design or a related educational 
field) and sometimes a Ph.D. This expertise and training allows instructional 
designers to work closely with faculty as peer academic educators.  
 
Since traditional course design is already an essential feature of Stonehill faculty 
work, an academic technologist for digital learning and scholarship or instructional 
designer at the College would work behind-the-scenes with faculty to build 
sustainable digital resources for courses and projects. An academic technologist for 
digital learning and scholarship would also serve as a coach for faculty as they 
increasingly bring their courses into online and blended forms. With our focus on 
student learning, Stonehill could seek to hire instructional designers with the 
following qualities and expertise, drawn from recent job postings at other colleges: 
(See Appendix F). 
 

Instructional Designer / Academic Technologist for Digital 
Learning and Scholarship 
Qualifications: 

o Master’s or Ph.D., preferred 
o Extensive experience with building online course content within learning 

management system (Blackboard); Ability to create educational content with tools 
such as Adobe Creative Suite, Office 365 Business Suite, Wordpress, lecture 
capture systems, etc. 

o Web development (CSS, HTML) skills, Multimedia recording and editing skills 
o 2-3 years of experience in a higher education environment in an instructional 

design role and/or teaching experience, online preferred 
Responsibilities: 

o Build course content in the LMS for faculty teaching online and blended courses 
o Manage and provide support lab projects 
o Work collaboratively with faculty through the online course development process, 

including recommending technology tools to be utilized in courses 
                                                        
9 See Lippincott et. al. “Trends in Digital Scholarship Centers,” EDUCAUSE Review (2014). 
10 For some basic details about instructional designer job trends in higher education, see 
Joshua Kim, “Instructional Designers by the Numbers” in Inside HigherEd (19 March 2015). 
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o Consult with faculty on effective instructional design and instructional technology 
to benefit student learning.  

o Consult with faculty on available educational technologies and helps faculty 
create and implement technology-enhanced learning experiences.  

o Develop video and text-based digital pedagogy tutorials for faculty  
o Research and introduce new technologies that have been shown to have 

pedagogical value  
o Provide course quality review ensuring that online courses are built according to 

standard design principles 
o Collaborate with college librarians to integrate OER and other digital resources 

into online courses 

Recommendation 3: Articulate a coordinated digital strategy 
Stonehill is in need of a coordinated digital strategy, one that finds mutual benefits 
and links among digital learning in the classrooms, digital scholarship pursued by 
faculty and students, and other initiatives across the campus. Digital learning and 
scholarship could help form a connective matrix within the institution. This new 
strategic emphasis would also transmit a signal within the higher education 
marketplace that Stonehill is committed to providing students innovative 21st century 
interdisciplinary learning experiences.  
 
Some components of a digital strategy would include many of the above 
recommended initiatives in the classroom and online, but it would also include new 
concerted efforts and partnerships with the following aims: 

o Ensuring student success: bolstering career readiness with digital skills, 
mindful digital practices among students, and professional/academic digital 
web identities/ePortfolios [Partnerships: FYE, General Education] 

o Sustaining Stonehill community: creating opportunities to connect alumni 
for lifelong learning and continued engagement [Partnerships: alumni, 
advancement] 

o Connecting with outside: utilizing College archives for student and faculty 
digital history and storytelling projects [Partnerships: archives, library, 
alumni, local community organizations, academic departments] 

o Increasing global presence: leveraging digital to bring great work in 
academics and mission to a global public in new ways [Partnerships: 
academic departments, mission, Martin Institute, marketing] 

 
A digital strategy at Stonehill would not only harness energy among faculty and 
students whose work is already in the digital realm, but it would organize and pursue 
new ways of bringing interdisciplinary linkages and cross-divisional aims into better 
alignment, from marketing to mission. 
 
Stonehill would not be unique in crafting a digital strategy of the kind we are 
proposing. Many colleges and universities are seizing on opportunities provided by 
digital technology to achieve global reach. Institutions that initially developed online 
learning strategies are turning instead to the broader approach of developing a 
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digital strategy as a way of combining digital learning of all kinds. Recently, Peter 
Stokes attributed this shift to “the growing awareness of the potential for educational 
technologies to enhance teaching and learning broadly and to strengthen the value 
that colleges and universities are delivering at their very core.”11  
 
Because work in the digital realm is imminently public, when appropriate, learning 
experiences at the College could be the foundation for new ways of connecting 
members of our community and beyond. From regular podcasts from the Martin 
Institute to student digital stories about HOPE Trips, from curation and publication 
of excellent student work for an audience beyond the classroom to standing digital 
relationships with other academic institutions, when the full potential for digital 
learning and scholarship is pursued vigorously there is no limit to the opportunities 
for collaboration and publicity for existing initiatives at the College. Indeed, a 
coherent digital strategy would ultimately prove cost effective, allowing the College 
to leverage existing resources in concert and in alignment with institutional goals. By 
the same token, such a strategy would allow the College to chart a course with 
technology that is in keeping with genuine needs of students, faculty, and staff, not 
technology vendors and external pressures that are rarely consistent with an 
institution’s unique history or aims. 
 
If innovative digital learning and scholarship were at the forefront of thinking at the 
College, it might even be possible to think about how our liberal arts education core 
might be updated to reflect new conditions in the 21st century, where new content 
areas and habits of mind (e.g. computational thinking, design thinking) could benefit 
student learning.  
 

                                                        
11 Peter Stokes, “Going Online, Going Digital” Inside Higher Ed (30 July 2015). 
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4. What might a digital innovation lab look like? 
The task force is reluctant to provide an overly specific projection of what the lab 
would look, since much would depend on initial and sustained funding as well as the 
course charted by its Director and Steering Committee. Yet we also felt it was 
important to share one possible direction the lab could head in light of what we 
learned in our work together this semester. Much of what follows emerged from 
ideas shared in the faculty focus group session in addition to the work of the task 
force. Although what follows is provided largely for illustrative and planning 
purposes, it details a range of exciting possibilities. 
 

Digital Innovation Lab at Stonehill 
i. Physical Lab Space 
A space where faculty and students can collaborate on a range of 
interdisciplinary initiatives. A meeting ground for designing, building, and testing 
ideas for digital pedagogy and working on digital projects. Staffed full-time. 
Serves as common location for office hours held by faculty fellows, and visiting 
experts.  

o A lab-style arrangement of space, desks, mobile-partitioned huddle 
spaces that can be combined for collaboration of groups of 3-4 or 6-
8 or 1:1 meetings 

o Two or three desktop work stations. 6-12 “floating” spaces for 
mobile computing. 

o Screens on walls. Dry-erase walls throughout.  
o Ideally possible to partition and re-section the space easily.  
o Perhaps an adjoining open shared-office section for director & 

instructional designer &c.  
o Sound room for audio recording (also serve as seminar room) 
o Makerspace12  
o Specialized software and hardware 

 
ii. Programming 
Sponsor and lead programming for students and faculty. Multi-level skills 
workshops, guest presenters, lectures, conversations on topics regarding work in 

                                                        
12 A “maker space” is an assemblage of tools and materials for hands-on learning through 
making, building, and creating physical objects, from textiles to electronics to 3D printed 
objects. Maker spaces are becoming fixture on k-12 and university campuses to advance 
project-based learning. Depending on the application, a maker space includes tools for 
building things in real space, bridging the digital and physical world through the use of 
design and modeling tools. For instance, students in music history might build instruments 
or students in a physics course might build a pinball machine. See Audrey Watters, “The 
Case for a Campus Makerspace” (2013) and Lauren Britton “The Makings of Maker Spaces” 
Digital Shift (1 October 2012). 
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digital culture and new media. Pedagogy workshops would be designed for 
faculty; digital scholarship, design, & culture events would be open to students. 

For students:  
o digital winter / summer sessions (Appendix G)  
o FYE (pilot Digital FYE)  
o digital IDEAS course 
o advise interdisciplinary projects  
o curricular offerings in digital culture 
o minor in digital culture and media   
o digital fellows program 

 
For faculty:  
o faculty development programing 
o consultations 
o peer mentoring 
o faculty learning communities 
o encourage/sponsor digital SURE applications 
o in-house, online digital pedagogy archive 

 
iii. Projects 
 
Lab-run projects: The lab would always have one or two ongoing initiatives; 
these might include multi-year projects like the +iPad or the Inclusive Online 
Learning pilots. Other possible lab-run projects might include a MOOC (for 
alumni & friends), a Domain of One’s Own pilot (see Appendix I), a “design an 
app” contest.   
 
Lab-sponsored projects: In addition, every year the lab would solicit project 
proposals from across the campus. These projects would be selected based on 
feasibility, availability of resources, richness of student learning, and curricular or 
community impact. For these projects, the lab would serve a support and 
organizational role, but the principle investigator or project manager will be one 
the faculty fellows. Some projects will be multi-year endeavors and the lab will 
shepherd the project from seeking funding onward. (For a short list of possible 
sponsored projects see below). 
 
iv. Leadership & Organization & Staff 

a. Director or Co-directors 
b. Faculty Lab Fellows (faculty working on projects, 2 yr terms) 
c. Digital Steering Committee 
d. Digital Fellows (students) 
e. Short-term Digital Fellows (guest specialists) 
f. Instructional designers & Media specialists 
g. Library resources; IT support 
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v. Budget items to determine:  

o start-up funds for lab 
o academic leader (associate dean, dean, or associate provost) for digital 

initiatives salary: [appropriate for administrative / faculty tier] 
o instructional designer salary: [$78-85k (incl. benefits)] 
o annual operating budget for lab projects 

o stipends/releases for four faculty fellows (4 @ 4k) 
o work study student staff 
o innovative pilots (e.g. +iPad initiative, online initiatives) 
o promotion & marketing  

o budget for digital winter / summer session 
o short term visiting digital fellows (2k stipend + 1k expenses) 

 
 

Some examples of possible lab-sponsored projects: 

 

Project: Catholicana Collection 
Faculty: Mary Joan Leith 
Department: Religious Studies 
Scope: Create an online catalog of the 
collection of Catholic religious ephemera, 
digitizing objects, researching, filming oral 
histories, creating catalog. 
Partnerships: REL300 The Catholic 
Tradition: Past and Present; VPG 305 
Website Design; DMP315 Digital Media 
Production II 
Resources Required: Omeka, Wordpress 

Project: Fathers and Daughters Website 
Faculty: Rose Perkins 
Department: Psychology 
Scope: Build website to promote research. 
Partnerships: VPG 305 Website Design 
Resources Required: Wordpress, HTML, etc. 

Project: “Dick Grant” App 
Faculty: TBA 
Department: TBA 
Scope: Create a digital storytelling app 
featuring Dick Grant and others giving a tour 
of the Stonehill campus 
Partnerships: Graphic Design; App Design; 
English; history; archives; alumni  
Resources required: App design, etc 

Project: Courses in Digital Culture 
Faculty: Cohen, Morgan, Green 
Scope: Create a class with the following 
learning outcomes: ability to successfully 
navigate Digital Culture, Diversity, Technology 
Fluency and Information Fluency. 

Project: Campus Resource Use Data 
Mining 
Faculty: Rob Carver 
Department: Business 
Scope: Create heat maps based on data 
collected on campus resource use (e.g., 
library physical space use) 
Partnerships: BUS206 Quantitative Analysis 

Project: Co-located Learning 
Faculty: Ralph Bravaco 
Department: Computer Science 
Scope: online Skype class to expand variety of 
classes offered to Stonehill students 
Partnerships: Regional peers 
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5. Roadmap  
Year 1:  Establish steering & design committee; appoint leader / lab (co)director; 

renegotiate partnerships & resources within IT & library; launch two projects; 
identify space; seek external funding; appoint faculty fellows 

Year 2:  Hire ID; bring existing resources into lab structure; build space; three 
projects; launch pilot winter session; begin student digital fellows program; 
seek external funding 

Year 3:  Open space; staff lab; four projects; new fellows; launch digital winter session 
boot camp; seek external funding 

Year 4: Fully operational; engage in ongoing assessment 
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Appendix A. Task Force Charge 
From Joe Favazza email June 30, 2015 

Digital Learning and Scholarship Lab 
Task Force Charge 
 
Develop a proposal for an academic center for the advancement of innovative digital learning and 
scholarship initiatives at Stonehill (proposal due December 2015). 
 
Some questions to consider: 
 
Strategy & Goals: 
What is the current landscape of digital learning and scholarship at Stonehill; what projects are faculty and 
students currently engaged in that support digital learning and scholarship? What should the College’s goals be 
when it comes to excellence in digital learning and scholarship? How can the institution appropriately integrate 
technology into its curricular and co-curricular activities? What role should technology play in providing an 
outstanding 21st century inquiry-based liberal education? What should the strategy, goals, and mission be for 
supporting faculty and students? What will the lab do? What will the lab not do? 
 
Structure & Leadership: 
What resources currently exist at Stonehill to support Digital Learning and Scholarship?  What is the faculty 
assessment of existing resources? What kind of organizational and leadership structure would best serve to 
inspire faculty to leverage, experiment, and innovate using digital technologies to advance student learning? What 
design would best support students in building and making with digital tools? What structure would best foster 
and promote existing programs, initiatives, and resources?  
 
Budget & Resources: 
What kinds of resources would be needed to build a sustainable and robust center for digital learning uniquely 
designed for Stonehill? What resources would be needed to support a range of student and faculty initiatives? 
How will decisions be made about resources to support digital initiatives be made?  Some examples might 
include:  
 

I. sponsor or “kickstart” two or three pilot digital projects yearly that contribute to the mission of 
the College,  

II. recommend “scaling-up” digital initiatives for use by more faculty based on the assessment of 
pilot projects, 

III. offer ongoing consultation for the integration of digital tools that advance student learning, 
IV. oversee and assist in the development of blended, online, hybrid, and mobile-learning courses,  
V. coordinate digital literacy initiatives,  
VI. develop and manage an institutional digital preservation strategy,  
VII. provide programming assistance for innovative digital initiatives at the College, 
VIII. offer guidance for copyright, fair-use, and common commons licensing.  

 
Assessment: 
What benchmarks will be used to assess the success of the lab?  How will projects by individual faculty be 
assessed?  How will results be communicated to the rest of the faculty? 
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Appendix B. Focus Group Report
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Appendix C. TAC Faculty Survey 2015 

 

!
FACULTY(ELEARN(SURVEY(

(115#Full#Time##Faculty#responded#
([1](Responses(are(anonymous(and(will(not(be(tallied(by(department.(
((

( (Do#you#use#elearn#to:#
(Check&only&the&items&that&apply&to&you;&leave&others&blank.&

Question(#( (( #(respondents(
1! Post(Your(syllabus( 115(
2# Post(additional(content((readings,(assignments)( 96(
3# Ereserve( 15(
4# Post(streaming(videos( 34(
5# Record(Grades/Gradebook( 49(
6# To(administer(quizzes( 28(
7# To(administer(tests( 13(
8# To(email(students( 99(
9# To(collect(assignments(( 54(
10# To(give(feedback(on(assignments( 42(
11# To(return(assignments( 28(
12# To(track(student(visits(to(your(course(site( (33(
13# To(maintain(a(course(calendar(with(due(dates(etc( 24(
14# To(blog(with(students( 8(
15# To(enable(studentYtoYstudent(interaction( ((23(
16# RealYtime(interaction( 5(
17# Check(for(academic(integrity/plagiarism( (19(
18# Post(Panoptos( 18(
19# Link(with(an(onYline(textbook\( 8(
20# (Administer(Survey( 1(
21# Administer(Student(Peer(evaluation( 1(

Additional(comments(
(

!  Someone!mentioned!preferring!dropboxes!that!are!not!treated!as!graded!
assignments!and!that!can!be!set!so!students!can!access!and!read!peers’!materials. 

!  A!few!specified!that!they!used!TURNITIN!for!the!collect/return/plagiarism!
functions 

! Student!to!student!interaction!was!described!by!one!respondent!as!“not!working!
that!well!yet” 
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!
!
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FACULTY ELEARN SURVEY1 
_________Full Time 
_________Part Time 
 
Do you use elearn to: 
Check only the items that apply to you; leave others blank. 
 

1. _____Post Your syllabus 

2. _____Post additional content (readings, assignments) 

3. _____Ereserve 

4. _____Post streaming videos 

5. _____Record Grades/Gradebook 

6. _____To administer quizzes 

7. _____To administer tests 

8. _____To email students 

9. _____To collect assignments  

10. _____To give feedback on assignments 

11. _____To return assignments 

12. _____To track student visits to your course site 

13. _____To maintain a course calendar with due dates etc. 

14. _____To blog with students 

15. _____To enable student-to-student interaction 

16. _____Real-time interaction 

17. _____Check for academic integrity/plagiarism 

18. _____Post Panoptos 

19. _____Link with an on-line textbook 

 

	

																																																								
1	Responses are anonymous and will not be tallied by department. 
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Appendix D. Institutional Models Scan 
 
The task force examined a range of different models for similar digital innovation 
labs at other institutions. The first set of institutions are local, peer, and aspirant 
colleges and universities.  The second set represent models at large institutions. 
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Appendix E. Technology Learning Stack 
From Tamara Anderson (CIO) on November 9, 2015. 

	

	

Technology	Learning	Stack	at	Stonehill	College	

Research	and	Feedback:	
Qualtrics,	SPSS,	Stata;	

	

Discipline	Specific	Apps:	
MS	Office;	JMP;	Chem	Office;	
Matlab;	Adobe	Creative	Cloud;	

Others	

E-Books:	
Ebrary	through	Library,		

Student	textbook	purchases	

Learning	analytics:		
Data	from	eLearn	and	Banner	Student	and….;		

Dashboards	for	Students	and	Faculty,	Institutional	Reporting	and	Analysis	

E-Reserves:	
Ares	

Web	Conferencing:	
Collaborate	

E-Portfolio:	
BB	Learn	portfolio	

Originality	checking:		
Turnitin,	SafeAssign	

Mobile	Apps:		
Mobile	Learn;	Learn	Grader;	
Turnitin	Grade	Anywhere	

Mashups:	
Flickr,	YouTube,	SlideShare		

Publisher	content	and	tools:	
Cengage	Learning	,	Macmillan	
HE,	McGraw-Hill,	Pearson,	

WileyPlus,	VitalSource	Bookshelf	

Training:	
Atomic	Learning	

Communicate	and	Collaborate:	
Email,	Calendar,	
Announcements;	

Blogs,	Wikis,	Discussions,	
Spaces,	Facebook,	Twitter	

Content	management	:			
Xplor,		OneDrive,	ITunes	U	

Video	content	management:	
Kaltura	

Lecture	Capture:	
Panopto	

Context	Platform:	
Blackboard	Learn	LMS	-	eLearn	

Enterprise	Applications	:	
Banner	Student	and	Human	Resources	

	

Authentication:		
MS	Active	Directory,	CAS	

	

	

Available	in	eLearn	
Planned	to	be	available	in	eLearn	
Available	outside	of	eLearn	
Data	integration	with	eLearn	
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Appendix F. Instructional Designer Job Postings 
What follows is a representative sampling of current and recent job postings, edited 
for length and clarity, for Instructional Designer and Academic Technologist 
positions. We especially draw your attention to the first three postings from Carleton 
College, Middlebury College, and the College of the Holy Cross. Stonehill shares 
many similarities with these colleges when it comes to excellence in teaching and 
close faculty-student interaction in the liberal arts education tradition. Like Stonehill, 
these institutions have directed much energy in the direction of nurturing innovative 
digital learning environments for their students.	
 
Institution:	Carleton	College	
Position	Title:	Academic	Technologist	for	Digital	Scholarship	
Details:	The	Academic	Technologist	for	Digital	Scholarship	will	work	creatively	and	
collaboratively	to	promote	and	support	the	methods	of	digital	scholarship.	These	methods	
include:	computer	programming,	text-mining,	data	visualization,	network	analysis,	GIS	mapping,	
and	3D	modeling.	
Function:	The	Academic	Technologist	for	Digital	Scholarship	will	devote	the	majority	of	their	
time	to	central	Academic	Technology	activities	fostering	digital	scholarship	but	will	also	be	
encouraged	to	remain	active	in	their	field	and	to	conduct	their	own	research	that	furthers	
College	goals	and	engages	students	as	researchers.	The	successful	candidate	will	participate	in	
new	and	established	campus-wide	efforts	to	support	digital	scholarship	and	pedagogy	and	will	
provide	critical	support	for	individual	scholars,	teams	of	faculty	and	students,	and	events	aimed	
at	exploring	the	role	of	digital	practices	on	teaching	and	learning	and	the	production	of	
scholarship	and	creative	work.	In	collaboration	with	other	Academic	Technologists,	Library	and	
other	College	staff,	the	Academic	Technologist	for	Digital	Scholarship	will	help	to	ensure	that	
these	projects	reflect	effective	practices.	
Candidate	Qualifications:	The	successful	candidate	will	possess	knowledge	and	experience	with	
a	broad	variety	of	digital	scholarship	methods	and	technologies,	and	have	experience	working	in	
environments	where	new	services	are	tested,	evaluated,	and	adapted.	Candidates	will	ideally	
have	experience	creating	and	coordinating	educational	programming	focused	on	digital	issues	
and	projects	and	participating	in	campus	groups	that	support	the	emerging	concept	of	the	
digital	liberal	arts.	The	ideal	candidate	will	be	knowledgeable	about	digital	
scholarship/humanities	centers	and	current	and	emerging	trends	in	such	centers.		Qualified	
candidates	will	have	a	Master's	degree	in	a	relevant	field	and	a	minimum	of	2	years	of	
experience	post-Master's	degree	in	a	higher	education	setting.	Preferred:	Doctoral	Degree,	
strong	research	skills,	and	suitable	publications	and	grant	success.	We	desire	someone	who	is	
active	within	professional	communities	and	effective	at	bringing	research	insights	into	the	
classroom.	We	invite	applicants	from	any	field	whose	work	has	demonstrable	relevance	to	our	
mission,	we	particularly	encourage	Ph.D.	recipients	in	the	humanities	who	are	interested	in	
helping	to	develop	a	Digital	Scholarship	program	at	a	forward-thinking	liberal	arts	institution.	
	
Institution:	Middlebury	College	
Position	Title:	Instructional	Designer	
Details:	The	Associate	Provost	for	Digital	Learning	(APDL)	seeks	an	energetic	and	forward-
thinking	instructional	designer	to	support	evolving	strategic	initiatives	involving	digital	learning	
at	Middlebury.	Reporting	to	the	APDL,	the	instructional	designer	will	work	closely	with	faculty	
and	staff	to	plan,	design,	and	create	inspiring	and	effective	digital	learning	environments.	The	
instructional	designer	will	provide	crucial	support	for	projects,	help	to	explore	new	areas	of	
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digital	learning,	and	provide	insights	to	strategic	decision-making	processes	related	to	digital	
learning.	The	instructional	designer	must	have	experience	and	knowledge	of	instructional	design	
principles,	but	should	be	adaptable	to	the	evolving	nature	of	the	field	and	to	the	strategic	
priorities	of	Middlebury	and	the	interests	of	faculty.	
Function:	The	instructional	designer	will	primarily	support	the	Language	Schools,	Schools	
Abroad,	and	the	Bread	Loaf	School	of	English	and	Conferences,	while	working	closely	with	
support	teams	for	the	undergraduate	College	and	for	the	Middlebury	Institute	for	International	
Studies	in	Monterey.	Because	of	this	broad	scope,	the	instructional	designer	must	work	
collaboratively	with	other	teams	and	provide	advisement	and	support	where	needed.The	
instructional	designer	will	work	closely	with	faculty	and	staff	to	plan,	design,	and	create	digital	
learning	experiences	and	environments.	S/he	will	leverage	seminal	and	emerging	scholarship	on	
digital	learning	design	to	inform	practices	while	being	mindful	of	the	unique	context	of	
Middlebury.	The	instructional	designer	will	also	help	to	assess	projects,	in	collaboration	with	the	
Office	of	Assessment	and	Institutional	Research,	and	provide	feedback	to	decision	makers	to	
inform	future	digital	learning	strategy.	The	instructional	designer	will	work	independently	and	
with	faculty	and	staff	teams	dispersed	across	Middlebury's	campuses.	Healthy	communication	
strategies	are	essential—the	instructional	designer	should	be	able	to	communicate	effectively,	
with	tact,	empathy,	and	clarity.	The	instructional	designer	will	also	use	project	management	
strategies	to	ensure	that	projects	are	on	track	and	report	back	to	the	APDL	on	the	status	of	
projects.�	

• Consult	with	faculty	and	staff	to	provide	ideas	and	guidance	for	digital	learning	projects	
• Work	with	faculty	and	staff	to	develop	digital	environments	for	learning,	including	

discussion	forums,	assessments,	and	personal	cyberinfrastructures	
• Regularly	read,	evaluate,	and	share	scholarship	on	pedagogy,	design,	and	trends	in	

digital	learning	
• Collaborate	with	colleagues	in	Academic	Technology,	the	Digital	Learning	Commons,	

the	DLA,	and	other	units	that	support	digital	learning	to	plan,	launch,	and	support	
projects	

• Help	to	facilitate	meetings,	presentations,	and	workshops	to	discuss	relevant	topics	or	
projects	

• Track	progress	on	projects	and	work	with	teams	to	ensure	that	projects	stay	on	track	
and	on	time	

• Work	with	the	Office	of	Assessment	and	Institutional	Research	to	plan	assessment	for	
projects	and	help	to	analyze	and	report	on	data	from	project	assessments	

• Create	documentation	and	guides	related	to	digital	learning	
• Attend	and	present	at	relevant	conferences	to	share	Middlebury’s	digital	learning	work	

more	broadly	
• Provide	regular	updates	to	the	APDL	on	the	status	of	tasks	and	projects	

Candidate	Qualifications:	Master's	degree	required;	Ph.D.	preferred.	The	key	qualification	for	
this	position	is	an	advanced	degree	in	any	academic	discipline	that	provides	a	foundation	for	
understanding	how	faculty	and	pedagogy	work,	particularly	in	online/blended	contexts.��	

• Sophisticated	knowledge	of	a	broad	range	of	theoretical	bases	for	online/digital	
learning	and	how	those	theories	impact	design,	practice,	and	valuation	of	digital	
learning.	Theories	may	include	connected	and	constructivist	learning	paradigms,	
theories	of	andragogy,	and	critical	theories.	

• Solid	working	knowledge	of	learning	management	systems	(LMS)	such	as	Canvas,	
Moodle,	or	Blackboard.	Clear	understanding	of	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	LMS	
and	familiarity	with	approaches	to	digital	learning	that	can	take	place	outside	of	"walled	
gardens."	

• Knowledge	of	research	methods,	quantitative	and	qualitative	assessment	approaches,	
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and	evaluation	on	online	and	blended	courses/programs.	
• Demonstrated	professional	engagement	through	papers,	presentations,	and	digital	

publication	streams	(e.g.,	blogs,	Twitter).	
• Clear	grasp	of	educational	research	on	distance,	online,	and	digital	learning.	Knowledge	

of	the	evolving	landscape	of	educational	technology,	higher	education,	and	the	teaching	
profession	will	be	needed	in	this	job.	

• Knowledge	of	copyright	policies	and	experience	in	working	with	copyrighted	materials	
in	various	digital	settings.	Knowledge	of	open	licensing	and	OERs	is	desired.	

• Knowledge	of	open	and	connected	infrastructures	for	learning,	such	as	Domain	of	One’s	
Own.		

	
Institution:	College	of	the	Holy	Cross	
Position	Title:	Instructional	Technologist	
Details:	Consults	with	faculty	on	available	educational	technologies	and	helps	faculty	create	and	
implement	technology-enhanced	learning	experiences.	Researches	and	introduces	new	
technologies	that	have	been	shown	to	have	pedagogical	value	and	serves	as	a	key	liaison	to	
other	curricular	and	technology	support	groups.	Works	as	part	of	the	Educational	Technology	
team	to	support	the	College's	use	of	technology	in	teaching	and	learning.		
Functions:	Remain	current	on	the	range	of	pedagogical	methods	employed	at	the	collegiate	
level	and	ways	of	applying	technology	to	them.	Consult	with	faculty	on	effective	instructional	
design	and	instructional	technology	to	benefit	student	learning.	Consult	with	faculty	to	develop	
and	implement	educational	technology	for	their	courses	to	improve	student	learning	and	
engagement.	Refer	faculty	to	other	ITS	and	Library	resources	as	appropriate.	Coordinate	with	
other	members	of	the	Educational	Technology	team,	the	Dean's	Office,	and	the	Center	for	
Teaching	to	orchestrate	initiatives	to	give	faculty	an	incentive	to	substantially	incorporate	digital	
technologies	into	new	or	existing	courses	in	a	manner	that	benefits	student	learning	and	
reinforces	the	College's	liberal	arts	identity.	Coordinate	with	the	Educational	Technology	team	
and	the	Center	for	Teaching	to	demonstrate	and	showcase	the	potential	of	various	instructional	
technologies	and	how	they	promote	effective	pedagogy	and	scholarship.	Contribute	to	the	
College's	key	curricular	initiatives	and	programs.	Participate	with	peers	and	supervisor	in	setting	
priorities	of	various	instructional	technology	projects	and	initiatives.	Represent	the	College	in	
the	larger	higher	education	instructional	technology/digital	learning	community	regionally	and	
nationally.	Additional	duties	as	required.	
Candidate	Qualifications:	Master's	degree	required.	Minimum	of	five	years	of	relevant	
experience	or	an	equivalent	combination	of	education/experience.	Demonstrated	ability	to	
work	with	faculty	using	a	variety	of	teaching	styles.	Knowledge	of	educational	theories,	including	
instructional	systems	design	and	adult	learning	theory.	Familiarity	with	best	practices	in	
academic	support	for	undergraduate	education.	Prior	experience	in	a	higher	education	
environment	is	preferred.	Experience	in	a	small,	private,	liberal	arts	setting	is	especially	
preferred.		
	
Institution:	University	of	Mary	Washington	
Position	Title:	Entry-Level	Instructional	Technology	Specialist	
Details:	The	Division	of	Teaching	and	Learning	Technologies	(DTLT)	assists	the	University	of	
Mary	Washington	in	maintaining	its	commitment	to	academic	excellence	by	supporting	the	
instructional	technology	needs	of	the	entire	UMW	community	through	instructional	design	and	
support,	consulting,	and	other	services.	
Function:		

• Collaborate	with	faculty	and	staff,	and	assist	with	the	integration	of	instructional	
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technology	and	information	resources	into	teaching,	learning,	and	research	at	the	
University;	

• Assist	faculty	in	the	evaluation	of	discipline-specific	software	and	technologies,	
including	licensing	options	and	cost	model	information;	

• Engage	in	individual	and	collaborative	professional	research	about	the	general	
landscape	of	technology	for	teaching	and	learning;	

• Assist	in	exploring	new	instructional	technologies	for	the	UMW	campus	community;	
• Serve	as	an	advocate	for	the	effective	and	innovative	use	of	information	instructional	

technologies	and	digital	media,	particularly	within	academic	and	research	contexts.	
Candidate	Qualifications:	Experience	working	with	students	or	faculty	in	higher	education;	
Background	with	WordPress,	Canvas	and	other	open-source	software	applications,	ideally	in	an	
education	setting.		
Knowledge	of	Media	production;	Knowledge	of	LAMP	environment;	Knowledge	of	HTML/CSS.	
	
Institution:	Moravian	College	
Position	Title:	Instructional	Designer	
Details:	Moravian	College	seeks	a	creative	and	innovative	individual	for	the	position	of	
Instructional	Designer.	The	individual	in	this	position	will	collaborate	with	faculty	on	the	design	
of	blended	courses,	online	courses,	cross-consortium	courses,	and	online	modules	across	the	
three	schools	of	Moravian	College.	The	person	in	this	position	will	coach	faculty	in	the	
development	of	online	learning	spaces	that	complement	the	face-to-face	classroom,	as	well	as	
learning	spaces	needed	for	blended	and	online	courses.	As	we	move	into	Instructure's	Canvas	
Learning	Management	System,	the	person	in	this	position	will	take	the	lead	in	training	faculty	
and	developing	processes	for	gaining	full	faculty	adoption	of	Canvas.	Moravian	College	has	
received	a	three-semester	$100,000	Presidential/Institutional	Mellon	grant	in	support	of	faculty	
development	initiatives	to	incorporate	digital	storytelling	and	blended	learning	in	humanities	
courses.	In	the	current	tech-heavy,	career-focused	environment,	critical	digital	pedagogy	can	
help	students	become	more	effective	at	navigating	their	digitally-inflected	world	both	in	and	
outside	of	academia.	The	Instructional	Designer	is	a	vital	part	of	the	sustainability	of	digital	
scholarship	at	Moravian	College,	working	closely	with	the	co-directors	of	grants	on	initiatives	
such	as	these.		
Functions:	Collaborate	with	Moravian	College	faculty	in	the	application	of	sound	instructional	
design	principles	and	current	best	practices	in	educational	technology	to	develop	courses	and	
modules	appropriate	for	online,	blended,	and	face-to-face	classes.	Participate	in	strategic	
planning	for	hybrid	and	blended	approaches	to	teaching	and	learning	within	the	context	of	
Moravian	College,	Schools	of	Arts,	Humanities,	Social	Sciences,	Natural	and	Health	Sciences,	
and	the	Moravian	Theological	Seminary.	Moravian	College	serves	traditional	undergraduates,	
graduate	students,	and	adult	learners.	
Support	faculty	members	to	develop	methodologies	supporting	blended	or	hybrid	learning	
environments	and	coordinate	support	for	multi-institutional	curricular	efforts	across	the	
college.	
• Partner	with	the	Center	for	the	Advancement	of	Teaching	(a	teaching	&	learning	center)	

to	develop,	lead	and	co-lead	faculty	development	workshops	and	other	training	in	the	
application	of	digital	approaches.	

• Develop	and	implement	learning	assessments,	guided	by	the	Office	of	the	Provost.	
• Support	collaborative	work	among	the	instructional	designers	and	technologists	of	the	

Lehigh	Valley	Association	of	Independent	Colleges	(LVAIC),	a	cooperative	organization	
linking	the	higher	education	institutions	in	Pennsylvania's	Lehigh	Valley.	

• Collaborate	with	the	information	technology,	library,	and	media	services	staff	to	
brainstorm	ideas	and	solve	problems,	check	that	specifications	are	clear	and	achievable,	
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ensure	that	the	design	intent	and	learning	outcomes	are	realized,	and	resolve	schedule	
and	resource	issues.	

• Design	and	otherwise	update	reference	guides	(instructional	guides,	video	simulations,	
etc.)	to	assist	with	learning	transfer	of	trainings.	

Candidate	Qualifications:	Master's	degree	(doctorate	preferred)	in	instructional	design	or	
related	field	with	an	ability	to	identify	appropriate	technologies	to	enhance	teaching,	improve	
learning,	and	achieve	learning	objectives.	Demonstrate	effectiveness	assisting	faculty,	
specifically	in	higher	education,	with	selecting	and	implementing	technologically-pedagogical	
strategies	in	their	teaching.	Experience	using	multiple	learning	management	systems	and	digital	
tools	in	higher	education	as	well	as	experience	assisting	faculty,	specifically	in	higher	education,	
with	selecting	and	implementing	technologically-pedagogical	strategies	in	their	teaching.	Ability	
to	identify	appropriate	technologies	to	enhance	teaching,	improve	learning,	and	achieve	
learning	objectives.	Experience	using	multiple	learning	management	systems	and	the	most	
current	and	relevant	digital	tools	available	in	higher	education.		
	
Institution:	Bay	Path	University	
Position	Title:	Instructional	Designer	
Details:	The	Instructional	Designer	(ID)	is	a	full	time,	twelve-month,	staff	position	which	
provides	course	development	and	support	services	to	faculty	creating	and	teaching	online,	
blended	and	web-enhanced	programs/courses	within	the	School	of	Education,	Human	&	Health	
Sciences	(SEHHS)	located	in	East	Longmeadow,	MA.	The	ID	works	with	SEHHS	faculty	on	
developing	and	editing	digital	learning	materials,	content	and	courses	as	well	as	instructional	
design	functions	including	learner	analysis,	collaboration	with	faculty	and	other	subject	matter	
experts	and	the	development	of	assessment	tools	that	support	the	outcomes	of	the	
program/course.	The	ID	pays	particular	attention	to	creating	a	learning	experience	that	supports	
and	encourages	student-student	and	student-faculty	engagement.	The	ID	works	closely	with	the	
University	library	to	integrate	open	educational	resources	(OER)	and	other	electronic	and	print	
content	into	online	courses.	The	ID	assists	in	assuring	course/program	structure	and	faculty	
development/training	meet	the	guidelines	outlined	by	the	University	and	the	Center	for	Online	
&	Digital	Learning.	
Functions:	The	ID	also	helps	with	troubleshooting	technical	issues	related	to	the	University's	
learning	management	system	and	related	tools	and,	working	collaboratively	with	other	online	&	
digital	learning	support	staff,	supports	the	SEHHS	teach	and	learn	with	educational	technology.	
This	support	includes	providing	one-to-one	support	as	well	as	delivering	development	
workshops.	

• Work	collaboratively	with	faculty	through	the	online	course	development	process,	
including	recommending	technology	tools	to	be	utilized	in	courses	

• Build	course	content	in	the	LMS	for	faculty	teaching	online	and	blended	courses	
• Provide	course	quality	review	ensuring	that	online	courses	are	built	according	to	

standard	design	principles	
• Work	with	faculty	content	experts	to	improve	existing	online	courses	
• Collaborate	with	University	librarians	to	integrate	OER	and	other	digital	resources	into	

online	courses	
• Stay	current	with	educational	technology	tools	and	their	applicability	to	online	and	

blended	courses,	especially	in	healthcare	related	fields	
• Establish	and	maintain	an	effective	and	efficient	working	relationship	with	key	

stakeholders	throughout	the	University	
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• Develop	video	and	text-based	tutorials	to	assist	faculty	in	using	the	LMS,	other	
education	technologies	and	designing	online	courses	

Maintain	current	knowledge	of	best	practices	in	online	education	and	instructional	technology	
Candidate	Qualifications:	Master's	degree	in	instructional	design,	curriculum	and	instruction,	
educational	technology,	or	related	field	required.		

• Experience	in	health	care	and/or	medical	training	preferred	
• Extensive	experience	with	building	online	course	content	within	learning	management	

systems	(e.g.	Canvas,	Blackboard,	Desire2Learn,	etc.)	
• Demonstrated	ability	to	create	educational	content	with	tools	such	as	Adobe	Creative	

Suite,	Google	Apps,	Snagit,	Captivate,	Camtasia,	Softchalk,	Articulate	Storyline,	Tegrity	
lecture	capture	

• Web	development	(CSS,	HTML	a	plus)	and	multimedia	recording	and	editing	skills	
preferred	

• Experience	and	demonstrated	competence	with	both	Windows	and	Mac	operating	
systems	

• Minimum	2-3	years	of	experience	in	a	higher	education	environment,	preferably	in	an	
instructional	design/instructional	technology	role	

• Minimum	2-3	years	of	online	teaching	experience,	preferably	within	the	higher	
education	environment	

	
Institution:	University	of	Missouri	
Position	Title:	[Instructtional	Designer]	
Details:	As	a	staff	member	in	the	division	of	Educational	Technologies	at	Missouri	(ET@MO),	this	
position	is	responsible	for	designing	effective,	quality	instruction	and	providing	pedagogical	and	
curricular	consultation	for	both	technology-enhanced	and	traditional	learning	environments.	In	
addition,	this	position	will	assist	instructors	in	their	use	and	adaptations	of	centrally	supported	
educational	technologies.	In	these	capacities,	this	position	will	work	with	academic	units	across	
the	institution	and	will	liaise	with	other	instructional	designers,	educational	technologists	and	
staff	in	ET@MO	in	support	of	division	and	institution-wide	initiatives	and	projects.		
Function:	Cultivates	close,	collaborative	and	professional	working	relationships	with	faculty,	
staff	and	administrators	in	assigned	academic	unit(s)	and	within	ET@MO.	Provides	professional,	
effective	and	timely	support	to	assigned	academic	unit(s)	in	areas	of	pedagogy	and	educational	
technology	in	accordance	with	ET@MO	support	model.		
In	consultation	with	faculty:	

• Ensures	the	instructional	quality	of	courses,	including	alignment	between	course	
activities	and	objectives		

• Recommends	innovative	approaches,	strategies	and	technologies	to	solve	instructional	
problems	

• Helps	define	educational	goals,	learner	needs,	and	choose	appropriate	delivery	media	
• Designs	&	develops	online,	hybrid,	or	tech-enhanced	courses	in	accordance	with	

ET@MO	support	model	
• Ensures	completion	of	course	design	and	development	projects	in	a	timely	manner		
• Collaborates	on	updates	and	revisions	to	online	courses,	including	periodic	quality	

review		
Assesses	courses	to	determine	if	quality	guidelines	and	desired	learning	outcomes	have	
been	met		

• Provides	assistance,	guidance	and	training	on	centrally	supported	educational	
technologies	for	instructors	using	these	technologies	in	their	face-to-face,	hybrid,	
and/or	online	courses.	
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• Facilitates	consultations,	workshops	or	other	events	in	areas	of	instructional	design	and	
educational	technology	

• Assists	in	preparing	faculty	for	successful	online	teaching	
• Advocates	for	the	meaningful	use	of	technology	for	teaching	and	learning	

	
Institution:	Old	Dominion	University	
Position	Title:	Instructional	Designer	
Details:	The	Center	for	Learning	and	Teaching	(CLT)	at	Old	Dominion	University	is	seeking	
candidates	for	the	Instructional	Designer	(full-time,	12	month)	position.	This	position	plays	a	key	
role	in	Old	Dominion	University's	efforts	to	provide	consultation	in	pedagogy,	instructional	
design,	and	course	development	to	University	faculty	and	teaching	assistants.	These	areas	of	
consultation	are	typically	related	to	courses,	modules,	and	whole	curriculum	activities	for	
traditional	(face-to-face),	online,	and	hybrid	course	projects.	This	position	will	also	be	involved	
in	designing	academic	courses	or	course	modules,	communicating	with	other	service	units	in	the	
Center	for	Learning	and	Teaching	(CLT)	and	in	other	departments,	composing	and	facilitating	
various	workshops,	and	providing	guidance	to	instructional	technologists	and	student	assistants.		
Candidate	Qualifications:	Master's	degree	in	instructional	design	or	a	related	field	and	
considerable	experience	in	instructional	design	in	a	higher	education	environment.	Knowledge	
and	application	of	instructional	design	theory,	principles,	and	practices	covering	a	wide	array	of	
learning	technologies.	Considerable	skills	and	abilities	in	a	wide	array	of	technology	software	
programs.	Demonstrable	project	management	skills.	Excellent	communication	skills,	both	oral	
and	written.	Sufficient	generalist	knowledge	to	be	able	to	serve	numerous	content	areas.	
Preferred	Education:	Doctoral	degree	in	instructional	design	or	a	related	field.	
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Appendix G. Winter Session / Digital Boot Camp 
One curricular programing feature of the lab could be a one- or two-week winter “Digital J-term” 
or summer “Digital Boot Camp.” This intensive series of courses and would develop student (and 
faculty) capacity to do innovative work in the digital realm. From coding and website design to 
Photoshop and presentation platforms, from data-mining to digital storytelling, the boot camp 
would allow students to select from a menu of course offerings. A digital boot camp would offer a 
collection of hands-on courses that are focused on practical tools and skills being used in today’s 
industries. Encouraging students to design, build, experiment, and create will lead to amazing 
results in every classroom, in every discipline. 
 
Modeled on similar skills intersession term sessions (e.g. Goucher’s skills J-term, Middlebury’s 
Liberal Arts Digital Data Bootcamp) and innovative design studios (e.g. MIT’s Lateral Studios, 
Stanford’s Design Thinking Crash Course), Stonehill’s Digital Boot Camp would allow each 
student to take courses on two or three topics. The one- or two-week term would culminate in a 
team design challenge, bringing together students from different course streams to pursue a 
daylong project that requires each student to deploy the newly learning skills to design and 
produce a digital object (e.g. website, archive, app, electronic text). Each student will gain 
competencies and confidence in the use of digital technology to advance their learning, assist 
their ability to communicate, organize, work in groups, locate, analyze, reflect on and share 
information, and create. 
 
Regardless of major or career ambitions, a digital boot camp would be valuable for our students 
who are graduating into a world where a digital media skill set is in high demand. These courses 
will assist in the College’s development of a foundation for providing students with this digital 
media skill set, allowing students to use and practice these skills throughout their time here at the 
College. In a given term, we might offer 10-12 courses.  
 
Some possible courses and workshops include: 
 

• A Domain of One’s Own  
Introduction to the 

Microsoft Office Suite 
• Fundamentals of design • Social Media: Professional 

networking and presence 

• Digital Citizenship / Online 
Etiquette 

• iPads and Apps used as 
tools to becoming a better 

student 
• Digital storytelling 

• Transmedia Creative 
writing • Mining data • Working with data 

• Visualizing data: charts and 
infographics 

• Mobile movie making + 
image creation 

• Digital presentations: 
getting started with 

Keynote 
• Digital technology to 

improve working in groups 
• Introduction to digital 

publishing 
• Basic reference skills in a 

digital world 

• Programming for non-
programmers • Introduction to Photoshop 

• Building digital exhibits 
with Omeka (a digital 

archiving app) 

• HTML/CSS • Telling stories in sound: 
podcasting 

• Visual essentials for content 
creators 

   

• Makerspace STEAM 
Courses: 

printmaking | weaving | 
ceramics | photography | 

woodworking 

prototyping | electronics | 
textiles + sewing | building 

machines 
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Appendix H. Grant Opportunities 
Potential Private & Corporate Foundation Funders 
Initial potential foundations the College might approach when seeking funding for lab related 
projects. From Marie Kelly, December 2015 

The George I. Alden Trust 
Notes: Funded Flynn DisCo. Possibly eligible in 2016 or 2017. 
 
Margaret S. & Philip D. Block, Jr. Family Foundation 
 
Davis Educational Foundation 
Notes: Though not for a few years, possible connections with Think.Act.Lead. 
 
The Sherman Fairchild Foundation, Inc. 
Notes: For future reference.  
 
Herny Hornblower Fund, Inc. 
 
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 
Notes: Top funder of digital iniatives in higher education, though not currently a 
likely prospect. 
 
The Perkin Fund 
 
The Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation, Inc. 
 
The Abbot and Dorothy H. Stevens Foundation 
Notes: Grants for historical preservation. 
 
The Trust Family Foundation 
 
VolkswagenStiftung 
Notes: Several digital humanities funding lines (emphasis on qualitative 
approaches), including support for workshops and summer schools. 

 
Possible Grant Opportunities 
From Bonnie Troupe, December 2015 

Digital Extension Grants  
Sponsor: American Council of Learned Societies 
Deadline: 2/2/2016 
Description: Supports teams scholars as they enhance existing humanities or 
social science digital projects in ways that engage new audiences across a range of 
academic communities and institutions. Six grants of up to $150,000 each are 
available annually. The principal investigator must be a scholar in the humanities 
or social sciences and posess a Ph.D. (or demonstrate the equivilant in experience 
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and publishing) by the deadline. See http://www.acls.org/grants/Single.aspx?id=352 
for details.  
 
National Leadership Grants for Libraries  
Sponsor: Institute of Museum and Library Services 
Deadline: 2/1/2016, 10/1/2015 
Description: Provides $10,000 - $2,000,000 for up to three years for creative library 
research or projects that address challenges in the field and can be adapted, scaled, 
or replicated; up to $50,000 for planning grants; and up to $100,000 for National 
Forum Grants. Applicants may apply individually or as partners. Museums may 
apply in partnership with an eligible library applicant, with the library applicant as 
the lead. A 1:1 match is required for requests over $250,000. Deadlines are for 
required pre-proposals. Next competition in Feb. 2016. See 
http://www.imls.gov/applicants/detail.aspx?GrantId=14 for details.  
 
MacArthur Foundation: Domestic and General 2639 Program  
Sponsor: MacArthur (John D. and Catherine T.) Foundation 
Deadline: No fixed deadline 
Description: Supports a variety of programs including community and economic 
development; conservation and sustainable development; human rights and 
international justice; policy research; digital media and learning; girls' secondary 
education in developing countries; and population and reproductive health. 
Letters of inquiry are required and can be submitted at any time. See 
http://www.macfound.org/info-grantseekers/ for details.  
 
Collaborative Research Grants  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: 12/9/2015 
Description: Supports original research undertaken by a team of two or more 
scholars, or individual research that requires additional staff and resources. 
Eligible projects include research that significantly adds to knowledge and 
understanding in the humanities, archaeology research, translations, and research 
conferences. Funds can be used for personnel, travel, field work, information 
technology applications, and technical support. Awards range from $25,000 to 
$100,000 per year for one to three years; conference awards from $15,000 to 
$65,000 for one year. Annual deadline: 12/9. See 
http://www.neh.gov/grants/research/collaborative-research-grants  
 
DFG/NEH Bilateral Digital Humanities Program  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: 9/25/2014 
Description: Supports institutional partnerships that contribute to developing and 
implementing digital infrastructures and services for humanities research. 
Provides funding for up to three years for innovative methods; digital research 
resources; sustainability of existing digital resources; new digital modes of 
scholarly communication; and publishing and developing models and case studies. 
Each application must be sponsored by at least one eligible German individual or 
institution, and at least one U.S. institution. Awards typically range from $100,000 
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to $350,000. New solicitations are expected in fall of 2016. See 
http://tinyurl.com/7o8k47r  
 
Digging into Data Challenge  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: No fixed deadline 
Description: Supports applications to research the use of large-scale data analysis 
in the humanities and its potential application to a wide range of scholarly 
resources. Applicants must form international partnerships with at least two of the 
participating countries. Each project can be awarded up to a maximum of four 
grants. The next round is in discussion. Information on a new competition 
expected in early 2016. See http://www.neh.gov/grants/odh/digging-data-challenge 
for details.  
 
Digital Humanities Implementation Grants  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: 2/17/2016 
Description: Funds the implementation of projects that have successfully 
completed a start-up phase and demonstrated their value to the field. The program 
can support innovative digital-humanities projects that address multiple 
audiences, including scholars, teachers, librarians, and the public. Applications 
from recipients of NEH’s Digital Humanities Start-Up Grants are welcome, but a 
previous award is not required. Awards are for one to three years and range from 
$100,000 to $325,000. Check for updated guidelines in mid-December. See 
http://www.neh.gov/grants/guidelines/digitalhumanitiesimplementation.html  
 
Digital Humanities Start-Up Grants  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: 9/16/2015 
Description: Supports planning or initial stages of digital initiatives in all areas of 
the humanities. Start-Up Grants may involve: research that brings new digital 
approaches to the humanities; new digital modes of publication; exploration of 
digital approaches to preserve, archive, and make accessible traditional and "new 
media" resources in the humanities; planning new digital tools; and programs 
addressing emerging digital technologies in education settings. Choose between 
Level I awards of up to $40,000 and Level II awards of up to $75,000. See 
http://www.neh.gov/grants/odh/digital-humanities-start-grants for details.  
 
Digital Projects for the Public  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: 6/10/2015 
Description: Supports projects such as websites, mobile applications, games, and 
virtual environments that significantly contribute to the public's engagement with 
humanities ideas. Projects must be analytical and deeply grounded in humanities 
scholarship in a discipline such as history, religion, anthropology, jurisprudence, 
or art history. Awards are made for a period of one to three years and may range up 
to $30,000 (for Discovery grants) or up to $100,000 (for Prototyping grants). See 
http://www.neh.gov/grants/public/digital-projects-the-public for details.  
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Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: 3/15/2016 
Description: Grants of $50,000 to $250,000 are available to support national or 
regional (multi-state) training programs for faculty and graduate students to 
broaden and extend their knowledge of digital humanities. Multi-disciplinary 
teams are strongly encouraged and programs should include computer scientists as 
well as humanities scholars. Projects are allowed to include a mixture of 
collaborators from the public and private sector and specialists from within and 
outside the U.S. See http://www.neh.gov/grants/guidelines/IATDH.html for details.  
 
Media Projects: Development and Production Grants  
Sponsor: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Deadline: 1/13/2016, 8/12/2015 
Description: Encourages projects that feature multiple formats to engage the 
public in the exploration of humanities ideas in the following areas: interactive 
digital media; film and television; and radio. Development grants (generally 
$40,000 to $75,000) enable media producers to collaborate with scholars to 
develop humanities content and to prepare programs for production. Production 
grants (generally $100,000 to $650,000) enable producers and scholars to continue 
their engagement with humanities topics. Expect new guidelines two months 
before deadline. See http://www.neh.gov/grants for details.  
 
Digital Information Technology  
Sponsor: Sloan (Alfred P.) Foundation 
Deadline: No fixed deadline 
Description: Supports research on and the development of digital information 
technology for the conduct of scholarly research, and public engagement with 
knowledge. There are three sub-areas: Data and computational research, Scholarly 
communication, and Universal access to knowledge. Each sub-area has separate 
program staff. Annual deadline: LOIs may be submitted at any time. See 
http://www.sloan.org/major-program-areas/digital-information-technology/  
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Appendix I. Domain of One’s One Pilot 
One possible lab-run project might focus on providing students with a sense of 
ownership over their digital identities online. A “domain of one’s own” (DoOO) 
project would serve to empower students to manage their own academic, creative, 
and professional web identities. Stonehill would provide the instruction and the web 
infrastructure would be hosted in the “cloud.” By teaching students how to build 
their own simple websites, a DoOO initiative opens students to basics of web design. 
This offers the potential for students to direct search results to a customized 
professional/academic website the student has created. Moreover, students 
immediately have a place to blog, curate, and link-out, while gaining some real world 
digital skills. 
 
The student sites function as a digital portal as well as an ePortfolio that students can 
shape as they see fit—but we would offer a template for students to begin with. Amy 
Collier (Middlebury) describes it this way: "At University of Mary Washington, 
Oklahoma University, CSU Channel Islands, and Emory University, and many other 
universities, DoOO has led to the evolution of the eportfolio (i.e., what the eportfolio 
should have been all along), to discussions of digital identity and students’ 
intellectual property, and to an extensive and varied list of projects led by faculty and 
students.”13 
 
Institutions are approaching their DoOO projects in ways most appropriate to their 
academic and career planning missions: Univ of Mary Washington has built DoOO 
into their first year experience; Emory has integrated it into their academic writing 
programs; and Middlebury just launched its own initiative.

                                                        
13 Amy Collier, “Not-Yetness” blog post http://learning.instructure.com/2015/10/not-yetness-
examples/ 
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